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2 Doubt

Doubt 3

Laugh
The Materials used to crate this piece was a variety of HB Pencils. To Initiate this piece, I used the pencil to draw out an outline
about how the design of the piece was going to appear. I sketched
of what i first wanted the drawing to look like. Once I figured out
where everything was going to be added, I applied a darker shade
to darken in the where the darker spots where located, like the
hair and he darker spots of the clothing. I then used a lighter pencil to add in minor details for the lips, nose, eyes, and eyebrows.
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This piece reprecents the wonders of laughter. Laghing and
having an enjoyable time are things that are important to me because going through life without it would basically be imposible.
Laughter is important in our lives because it provides us an undescribable feeling that just makes us happy.

Doubt 5

Nobody
This line drawing depicts a person. The way this is established is
by making the lines follow a certain direction depending on the
shape of the thing you want to create. This image was made using
Adobe illustrator, and the brush tool. I started from the top of the
canvas and continued to move down as i was making it. I didn’t
manage to fit the whole thing in the canvas so that’s why it looks
cut off.
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Gotcha
The Materials used to crate this piece was a variety of HB
Pencils. To Initiate this piece, I used the pencil to draw out an
outline about how the design of the piece was going to appear.
I sketched of what i first wanted the drawing to look like. Once
I figured out where everything was going to be added, I applied
a darker shade to darken in the where the darker spots where
located, like the hair and he darker spots of the clothing. I then
used a lighter pencil to add in minor details for the lips, nose,
eye, and eyebrow.
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I think everyone is insecure when someone is taking a picture of
them. People want to look their best in pictures. This Piece reprecents being caught off guard in those certain situations and not
really caring how you look in it

Doubt 9

Self Reflection
The Materials used to crate this piece was a variety of HB Pencils. To Initiate this piece, I used the pencil to draw out an outline
about how the design of the piece was going to appear. I sketched
of what i first wanted the drawing to look like. Once I figured out
where everything was going to be added, I applied a darker shade
to darken in the where the darker spots where located, like the
hair and he darker spots of the clothing. I then used a lighter pencil to add in minor details for the lips, nose, eyes, and eyebrows.

10 Doubt

Reflecting back on what youv’ve done in the past is something
that everyone should do. It helps you learn from your previous
mistakes and you can become a better person that way.

Doubt 11

Love Yourself
The Materials used to crate this piece was a variety of HB Pencils. To Initiate this piece, I used the pencil to draw out an outline
about how the design of the piece was going to appear. I sketched
of what i first wanted the drawing to look like. Once I figured out
where everything was going to be added, I applied a darker shade
to darken in the where the darker spots where located, like the hair
and he darker spots of the clothing. I then used a lighter pencil to
add in minor details for the lips, nose, eyes, and eyebrows.

12 Doubt

The Idea behind this piece is identity. More importantly knowing
who you are and not being afraid to love yorself for being you.
The tattoo that she has on her back is supposed to say “Love
Yourself First” in Arabic.

Doubt 13

True Colors

This art piece was made by using watercolor, pencil and a fine
point sharpie marker. I first sketched out the drawing with the
pencil. During that progress I use the pencil to outline where
things would go and how the set up would come about. Once I
understood where everything was positioned I used watercolor to
bring some color onto the paper.
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The water color established an effect on the canvas. Once the
color was added, I used the pencil again to darken out key elements and distinguishable part of the human face. I also outlined
parts to reduce the colors power over the image and make it
equal. I then used a Sharpie marker and Darkened out some lines
to provide more of a feel of blend with the lines and the colors.

Doubt 15

Beauty In
Ones Self
The Idea behind this piece is to not worry about looking the part.
In the piece you can see that the woman is all ready to do out, she
looks beautiful from the face. But then you see that here clothing
is just an outline. What im triying to say with this image is that
you dont have to dress a certain way to please people. you can
dress with whatever you want to wear. even if it doesn’t match
the “theme”
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The Materials used to crate this piece where: watercolor, HB
Pencil, and paper. To Initiate this piece, I used the pencil to draw
out an outline about how the design of the piece was going to
appear. Once I figured out where everything was going to be added, I applied then aplied watercolor to the image to bring it more
color. I then outlined everything with blue. and then aded some
detail to the face, like the eyelashes, nose, mouth, eyebrown, and
even earing.

Doubt 17

Searching
The Materials used to crate this piece where: charcoal, HB Pencil,
and paper. To Initiate this piece, I used the pencil to draw out an
outline about how the design of the piece was going to appear.
Once I figured out where everything was going to be added, I
applied charcoal to darken in the where the darker spots where located, like the hair and he darker spots of the clothing. I then used
the HB pencil to add in minor details for the lips, nose, eyes, and
eyebrows. Finally I applied more charcoal to shade everything in,
make an outline and add a more darker color the eyebrows, eyes,
nose, and lips.
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The Idea behind this piece is identity. More importantly searching for your identity.This piece depics journey. A journey that
to search for yourself. Sometimes it is difficult for people to be
confident in who they are, or they might be have difficulty even
knowing who the are. This piece represent being on a journey,
searching for yourself. Finding out who you really are, a search
for confidence and self closure. In the piece, the woman if facing
in the direction of a shining light,which would indicate that maybe she has found the light that can shine inside of her.

Doubt 19

Show Time
The Materials used to crate this piece where: Colored oil pastels,
HB Pencil, and paper.To Initiate this piece, I used the pencil to
draw out an outline about how the design of the piece was going
to appear. Once I figured out where everything was going to be
added, I applied a layer of white oli pastel to make any blanding
easier. Next I Put in brown for the hairl. since there is I giant
spotlight there had to be some white on her hair too, to represent
the light from the stoplight hitting her hair. Next I added more
color in where the darker spots where located. Once I applied all
the pastel hat I needed and blanded it, I used the HB pencil to add
details to the face like for the lips, nose, eyes, and eyebrows.
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The Idea behind this piece is to be performing.The Huge noticable white spot on the upper left hand corner is a bright light that
are used on stage. The green background is supposed to represent
a set. Notice how the woman is smirking. The reason behind that
is because there is no stage fright. She’s confident she will make
a great performance .

Doubt 21

Confident
The Materials used to crate this piece where: HB Pencil, Ink, and
paper. To Initiate this piece, I used a printer, to print out a sheet
full of sentences aranged into a silhouette that i wanted to create.
I Used the pencil to draw out an outline about how the design of
the piece was going to appear. Once I figured out where everything was going to be added, I applied pencil to add detail and
tones where spots where located, like the hair and he darker spots
of the clothing. I then went back and used the pencil to add in
minor details for the lips, nose, eyes, and eyebrows.
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The Idea behind this piece is to be confident in what you stand
for and for who you are. Sometimes, people dont feel like they
aren’t important enough or they feel crappy because of what
people say. Sometimes it is difficult for people to be confident in
who they are, or they might be have difficulty even knowing who
the are.

Doubt 23
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To start off your going to need to open up Adobe Illustrator, select a color to use primarily for the background. The color would
have to be a dark shade. This is important because we are making
this in layers. The maximum colors that could be used would be
around four. By selecting the background color you’ve already
started in the proses of making the image.
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This is the second step into making out the image. This would be
on another layer. What you have to do is make out the image into
three different shades. Where there is the most shadow, or where
it is darker, where it is less shadow, or where is the lightest and
the background works as a middle of the two. The color that you
add for this part would have to be a noticeably darker color than
the color you’ve selected for the background.

Doubt 27

As you move forward with adding the black, you add another
layer. The color you select for this one should be lighter than the
color that you used for the background. When this is added in
you can see that it visually looks better and it brings the image
together.
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Add yet another layer and your going to chose a color that’s well
in between the black and the dark purple. In my case, I picked a
gray looking color. With his layer of color added in, it brings out
details that could easily be missed.

Doubt 29

For this step you’ll need to create another layer and add make a
black box surrounding the image you made. This would make
it seem more like an “album” because an album is in a square
shape. You might have difficulty making this part if you just
make a black square and put that layer behind the image, so you
might want to make a black square first, and then another slightly
smaller square the color of the background. Combine the two
squares and place it underneath the image.
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Next choose what to type. I picked a lighter color than the background to make it stand out. In this case, I typed out the name of
the album, the singer of the album, when the album was released,
and a quick fact about it. On the left side I wanted to show the
producers who produced the songs on the album in no particular
order and I picked a different font for each of them.

Doubt 31

Next, on to the right side, I wanted to put the actual names of the
songs, so I typed them out. Since there were many versions of
this album, I chose to color code the songs titles. I separated them
into three different sections/colors to show the difference in the
regular track listing, the bonus tracks, and the deluxe tracks. I
picked a different font for the different songs.
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It was brought up to the class for critique and my fellow peers
made make remarks on how I could make it better. I kept the
name of it and image I had for it, but other than that I started
over. I decided to first make some small details on another layer,
so I made the pause and skip symbols and placed them over the
image to make it seem like it had this digital feel to it. And I
made another music notes symbol in the shape of a star to kind of
go with the title.

Doubt 33

I though about what I wanted my Info Graphic to say and I finally
decided on a topic. I chose to do the number of plays the Album
currently had on Spotify. I looked went on Spotify and looked at
what was played the most. The album had two single, so those
were the most popular and most listened to. I made a chart in the
form a CD to illustrate how many plays where on the two individual singles and the rest of the album together.
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I typed in the information on the singles and how many plays
the album got overall, of course I rounded the numbers to make
it less complicated. I had the information about the two main
singles and the album over all,

Doubt 35

I typed in the information on the singles and how many plays
the album got overall, of course I rounded the numbers to make
it less complicated. I had the information about the two main
singles and the album over all, but what about the other songs of
the album? For the other songs, I made a beat bar to represent the
number of plays. I made each bar represent 2,000,000 plays.
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Finally, I came back to add details to the beat bar graph. Made
a new layer and added music notes over the graph. For every
individual song, I decreased the opacity percentage for the music
notes to make them see through and so I wouldn’t
Obstruct the graph.

Doubt 37

Once you are done, you can experiment with the design and color
of the info graphic in anyway you’d like. For example, in this
one i changed the color slightly to see what type of effect it will
have on the info graphic. I also rearranged the information in a
different way.
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Experiment with noticeably different colors than the original one
you created. Red and yellow is a drastic change from the original
shade of purple we had in the beginning. Don’t be afraid to come
up with new ideas to show the information off better.
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About Me
Hello, my name is Jesus Varela and I am currently a
freshmen here, at Saint Xavier University. I am an Art
major, class of 2019. I don’t really do sports. I prefer
to draw or sketch stuff that I like, like video game
characters, while also listen to music.
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